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RING Meeting 2021 – Introduction 
 

 

Dear Sponsors, dear Colleagues, dear Friends,  

It is again my honor and pleasure to introduce the 2021 RING Meeting. I hope that you have managed 

to stay safe and healthy during the recent pandemic. I also hope that you can join us in Nancy this year. If 

not, please rest assured that we will do our best to make the remote event accessible and interactive, even 

though we regret not being able to offer you a coffee and chat with you during the breaks.  

What animates us at RING is the quest for new numerical and mathematical methods to better un-

derstand the subsurface from the available data. As you will see below, we have received a very large number 

of papers this year, which illustrates that more and more teams are joining this quest, which is excellent 

news for the field. Indeed, the need for new approaches to manage geoscientific data and knowledge is 

renewed by the democratization of computing and the general trend which pushes everyone to do more in 

less time, without compromising quality. New approaches are also needed to address economic and envi-

ronmental risks in natural resource management, and to develop new usages of the subsurface to support 

the energy transition.  

Like every year, the 2021 RING meeting is devoted to the characterization, modeling, simulation and 

processing of specific geological objects while incorporating conceptual geological knowledge and honoring 

data. Before reviewing this meeting’s contributions, let’s discuss the knowledge and data aspects in a bit 

more detail. For the last 30 years or so, a wide diversity of geomodeling approaches have been described in 

the literature. In these approaches, geological knowledge is incorporated in the spatial modeling stage, 

both using knowledge-based modeling methods and specific expert choices. Knowledge-based methods 

mean for instance that a horizon should be smooth between data points, that a stratigraphic series should 

be conformable, or that an erosion surface should truncate older formations. The nature of expert choices 

depends on the type of method. For instance, specific interactive steps may be required to manage horizon-

fault contacts in 3D surface-based approaches, but are not needed with implicit structural modeling methods 

which impose continuity. Both may still call for interactive model editing when interpolation results are 

deemed unsatisfactory. The advances of knowledge-based approaches during the recent decades have been 

very important for automation and for uncertainty management. Again, this is much exemplified by implicit 

structural modeling methods (WELLMANN & CAUMON, 2018). The “Geochron” concept of chronostratigraphic 

space (MALLET, 2014) is another example. 

Another recent and exciting (r)evolution concerns the “data” used in geomodeling and the new ways 

to handle interpretation and interactions between data during the data management stage. Indeed, a lot 

of interpretation and conceptual knowledge is often introduced between a raw measurement or observation 

and a datum used in geomodeling. This is well illustrated by the practice of subsurface modeling, which typ-

ically involves a significant part of data cleaning or reinterpretation. However, such data cleaning is both a 

cumbersome activity and a potential source of bias. Quantifying data uncertainty is, therefore, an essential 
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research avenue, which involves the formalization of geological knowledge to capture the uncertainty rela-

tive to measurements (e.g., structural orientation, point location) and to other types of marks / values at-

tached to each datum (e.g., label, age, relationship). This raises a whole range of questions which can be 

addressed with numerical geology approaches, such as: “Is there a fault at (or close to) this particular loca-

tion?”, “Which fault does this observation belong to?”, “Is the cross-bedded sand facies in this interval of 

borehole X laterally connected to the laminated sand facies that interval of borehole Y?”. This type of ques-

tion can be extremely impactful on subsurface understanding and forecasting. Choosing just the “most likely” 

answer can negatively affect the predictive ability of a model. Overall, we can compare each datum to an 

individual, which has internal characteristics. Each datum is also related to the other data by a complex “so-

cial network”. One of the objectives of the RING project is to characterize two-point and multi-point interac-

tions in these data networks using geological knowledge. Data and their “social network” can then be used 

during spatial modeling to automatically generate geometric descriptions of the subsurface. Conversely, a 

geomodel, if appropriately capturing geological concepts, tells us something about data interactions.  

Finally, a third aspect concerns the integration between geology, physics and model purpose, which 

is essential to appropriately decide about the required model complexity to address a particular forecasting 

task. All the approaches presented in this volume illustrate these complementary strategies, and clearly open 

the way for future innovative workflows. Let’s now briefly review them.   

Integration between geology, physics and model purpose  

Connecting data and models in an agile way often calls for overcoming interoperability issues. Hans 

Böcker et al. (TU Bergakademie Freiberg) propose a new MATLAB-based approach to manage several sub-

surface data and representations in a unified way (BÖCKER, MENZEL & GERHARDS, 2021). Priscillia Labourg and 

Jean-Marie Leonard (ENSG and EGIS) show that the RESQML 2.2 standard can be used to transfer borehole 

data and geomodels between geomodeling and civil engineering or GIS software. 

Understanding the model purpose is another essential aspect to appropriately design a modeling 

workflow. Therefore, I am very pleased that this year’s meeting showcases several case studies in distinct 

application areas. Taoufik Ait Ettajer (Repsol) presents a complex integrated study of a pre-salt hydrocarbon 

reservoir, which considered key environmental, drilling and reservoir uncertainties (AIT ETTAJER, 2021). Kelsey 

McKee et al. (Orano) illustrate a possible use of geomodeling and physical modeling to understand uncon-

formity-related uranium deposits and maximize exploration success (MCKEE ET AL., 2021). A third multidisci-

plinary case study is presented by Gautier Laurent et al. (Université d’Orléans), who model the heterogeneity 

of a complex limestone vadose aquifer constrained by multi-physical monitoring data (LAURENT ET AL., 2021). 

Louis Lefrançois et al. (Université d’Orléans) explain the data architecture designed to manage the infor-

mation associated with this observatory (LEFRANCOIS ET AL., 2021). In structural geology, Gloria Arienti et al. 

(University of Milano-Bicocca) show a field-based case study in metamorphic terranes in the Alps combining 

cross-section building with MOVE and implicit structural modeling in SKUA (ARIENTI ET AL., 2021). Kateryna 

Poliakovska (Université de Lorraine / Taras Shevchenko National University Kiev) proposes a geochemical 

spatial data analysis approach to understand the mineralization process of a Saskatchewan deposit.  

One of the essential approaches to increase the predictability of geomodels is to incorporate them 

in inverse loops. On this aspect, this meeting includes a presentation from Bastian Steffens et al. (Heriot Watt 

University) on the use of agent-based models to relate dynamic reservoir parameters and static geological 

models (STEFFENS ET AL., 2021). Building on implicit structural model representations, Jérémie Giraud et al. 

(University of Western Australia) propose a new method to invert for complex geological structures from 
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potential field data (GIRAUD, LINDSAY & JESSELL, 2021). We are very pleased to welcome Jérémie who joins the 

RING Team for the next two years thanks to a European Commission Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellowship 

from the European Commission.  

Solving inverse problems and making subsurface forecasts from geomodels call for generating 

meshes and solving physical processes. As model cleaning and resampling is often needed before creating a 

mesh, Mohammad Moulaeifard et al. (RWTH Aachen University) propose to use non manifold subdivision 

surfaces to create a boundary multi-scale geometric representation of geological structures (MOULAEIFARD, 

WELLMANN & BOMMES, 2021). From such a boundary representation, unstructured meshes have demon-

strated their ability to conform to complex geometric features present in geological domains and to provide 

adaptive resolution in space and time. Alexandre Marin et al. (Université d’Aix-Marseille and IFPEN) present 

an efficient topological data model to represent and navigate in unstructured mashes containing non-mani-

fold features (MARIN, ASTART & BAC, 2021). A possible strategy to honor geometric features while meeting the 

requirements of some computational physics methods is to mesh the domain with quadrangles or hexahedra 

only.  For this, Marius Rapenne et al. (RING) propose a quadtree-based adaptive method to generate a 2D 

quadrangular mesh from a homogenized elastic model (RAPENNE ET AL., 2021). In 3D, Wan Chiu Li et al. 

(Tessael) propose a new method to create fully hexahedral meshes in stratigraphic settings using a global 

parameterization (LI ET AL., 2021). As creating a grid often requires effort and hence is challenging to repeat 

in the presence of uncertainties, Capucine Legentil et al. (RING) propose a methodology to locally insert in-

terfaces in triangulated meshes and tetrahedral volumes. This approach is extended by Priscillia Labourg et 

al. (RING) to insert finite fractures in 2D models (LABOURG ET AL., 2021). As shown in a simple reservoir fluid 

contact seismic imaging problem, this approach opens new perspectives to address subsurface inverse prob-

lems in the presence of topological uncertainties (LEGENTIL ET AL., 2021). The advent of new types of grids also 

raises questions about model validation and about what grid to choose depending on the problem. To answer 

this type of question, Margaux Raguenel et al. (TotalEnergies) propose a general workflow allowing for vari-

ous types of meshes (structured, unstructured, locally unstructured) in reservoir simulation (RAGUENEL, SAM-

IER & DARCHE, 2021a, 2021b). The practical challenges of discretizing complex geological heterogeneities on 

corner-point grids is highlighted this year by Enrico Scarpa et al. (RING), who take over recent work on reverse 

channel migration to generate realistic point bar geometries, and compare various possible ways to repre-

sent the associated heterogeneity on conventional reservoir modeling grids (SCARPA, COLLON & CAUMON, 

2021). The final goal of this approach is not to incorporate fine-scale heterogeneity everywhere, but only 

where needed. Therefore, Mustapha Zakari et al. (RING) propose a first open-source python package to test 

various permeability rescaling approaches (ZAKARI & CAUMON, 2021). 

Data management and interpretation  

Classically, data interpretation starts with rock sample observations. Antoine Bouziat et al. (IFPEN) 

propose computer vision techniques to help the interpretation of thin sections and core samples by leverag-

ing on deep-learning techniques (BOUZIAT ET AL., 2021). Starting from log data, Yassine Perrier et al. (RING) 

investigates about the value of the continuous wavelet transform to automatically generate transgressive / 

regressive sequences from well logs (PERRIER, BAVILLE & CAUMON, 2021). Both types of approaches are very 

promising not only to help practitioners to effectively produce interpreted well data, but also to quantify the 

reliability of the interpretation. Extrapolating the resulting information away from the wells requires in the 

first place to determine the connectivity of stratigraphic units. In this context, most subsurface studies con-

sider one single well correlation scenario, which may be a source of forecasting bias. Instead, by Paul Baville 

et al. (RING and Equinor) propose the assisted generation of chronostratigraphic layering scenarios at the 
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scale of genetic sequences, using depositional zonation facies and distality constraints (BAVILLE, APEL, KNAUST, 

HOTH & CAUMON, 2021). They also propose a way to assess the consistency of depositional profiles in deltaic 

settings with dipmeter data (BAVILLE, APEL, KNAUST, HOTH, ANTOINE ET AL., 2021). Along similar lines, Guillaume 

Caumon et al. (RING and Equinor) propose a workflow which highlights the value of detrital remanent mag-

netic measurements in relative and absolute chronostratigraphic interpretations (CAUMON ET AL., 2021). Even 

when the connectivity of a stratigraphic model is correctly determined, its geometry between observations 

may need revision when new wells are being drilled. This problem is addressed by Julien Herrero et al. (RING), 

who propose a sequential Bayesian method to update the relative position of a horizontal well in chronos-

tratigraphic space while drilling  (HERRERO, BAVILLE & CAUMON, 2021). 

In the case of faults, the relationships between data points do not follow the same rules as for stra-

tigraphy. Michal Michalak et al. (University of Silesia in Katowice) presents a Delaunay-based horizon data 

clustering method for detecting faults from sparse data sets (MICHALAK ET AL., 2021). This type of approach 

may be used to drive the simulation of faults, or to assess the likelihood that two fault observations are 

connected (MARCHAL, MCKEE & CAUMON, 2019). To process this type of information represented in a graph 

(GODEFROY ET AL., 2019), Fabrice Taty-Moukati et al. (RING) propose a hierarchical stochastic fault data asso-

ciation algorithm, which directly places the realizations in a search tree (TATY-MOUKATI ET AL., 2021). This 

makes it possible not only to define distances between the simulated fault networks, but also to generate 

new realizations in a particular region of the search space. A more general structural model comparison 

method is proposed by Amandine Fratani et al. (Aix-Marseille University), who use DTW to compute the 

distance between several 2D geological cross sections. Finally, Anne-Laure Tertois introduces a new metric 

to compute distances between two GeoChron models, by computing the differences between their deposi-

tional coordinates (TERTOIS, 2021). To generate non conditional simulations, Matthieu Edelmann et al. (Aix-

Marseille University) propose a new structural stochastic simulation method based on formal grammars 

(EDELMANN ET AL., 2021).  

Geological knowledge and spatial modeling  

Several papers address the classical problem of computing structural object geometries from data. 

Modeste Irakarama et al. propose a very interesting formulation and numerical analysis of finite-element-

based implicit structural modeling (IRAKARAMA ET AL., 2021). To help with the democratization of advanced 

structural modeling methods, Andrea Bistacchi et al. (Università degli Studi di Milano - Bicocca) introduce an 

open-source structural modeling platform based on python, VTK, Qt and more specific open source libraries 

such as LoopStructural (BISTACCHI ET AL., 2021). As mentioned above, building geological knowledge into geo-

metric modeling algorithms is important.  For example, several models incorporating 3D fault displacement 

into structural reconstruction have recently been introduced (GODEFROY ET AL., 2017, 2018; GROSE ET AL., 2021). 

In this volume, Lachlan Grose and Laurent Aillères (Monash University) propose to estimate fault dip and 

fault slip locally from geological maps using a Hamiltonian MCMC sampler (GROSE & AILLERES, 2021). In the 

modeling of folded terranes, Rabii Chaarani et al. (Monash University) consider the impact of different data 

acquisition strategies on the generated models (CHAARANI ET AL., 2021). Whereas several methods have been 

proposed to create faults and horizons from typical geological data, the modeling of igneous intrusions has 

received far less attention. Fernanda Alvarado et al. (Monash University) address this challenging problem, 

and shows that the combination of local object frames, distance fields and random field can be combined to 

convincingly embed conceptual knowledge into spatial modeling (ALVARADO ET AL., 2021).  
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Once spatial modeling is achieved, structural restoration is a method of choice to perform further 

structural analyzes. For this, Melchior Schuh-Senlis et al. (RING) apply Stokes-based restoration to a labora-

tory analog model, and consider the uppermost horizon flatness as a criterion to evaluate the appropriate-

ness of the restoration boundary conditions (SCHUH-SENLIS, CAUMON & CUPILLARD, 2021). From a given restored 

geometry, Jean-Luc Rudkiewicz et al. (IFPEN) propose to estimate paleo-stress by also considering various 

sets of boundary conditions and fault friction (RUDKIEWICZ, ASTART & AMAUGER, 2021). 

Let’s end the tour of this year’s contributions by considering the papers related to fractures, which 

are archetypal of mostly unobserved geological features highly impacting the hydro-mechanical behavior of 

the subsurface. Therefore, forecasting the location and geometrical characteristics of fractures from field 

and analog knowledge is a lasting challenge. For this, François Bonneau and Dietrich Stoyan (RING and TU 

Bergakademie Freiberg) propose a general review and novel strategies for characterizing the spatial correla-

tion of fractures in analog outcrops or in numerical models; their work highlights in particular the influence 

of fracture orientations and the need to consider anisotropic pair correlation function (BONNEAU & STOYAN, 

2021). One of the objectives of such a characterization is to integrate statistical parameters in stochastic 

fracture models. In the context of seismic hazard assessment from seismic catalogs, Corentin Gouache et al. 

(RING and CCR) propose such a simulator, tailored for non-stationary zones of low to moderate seismic ac-

tivity (GOUACHE, TINARD & BONNEAU, 2021). Pierre-Alexandre Simon et al. (Université de Lorraine) consider 

neural point processes to analyze such spatio-temporal data and show that, after appropriate training, it can 

satisfactorily replace classical models which impose a particular type of point interaction (SIMON, STOICA & 

SUR, 2021). The generation of such seismic catalogs in the first place are generally limited in terms of magni-

tude because of recording noise. Time reversal, which propagates recorded seismograms back in time, is a 

possible way to locate and analyze seismic events. For this, Zoé Renat et al. (RING) considers the connections 

between the homogenization of a seismic point source and the result of time reversal simulation (RENAT, 

CUPILLARD & CAPDEVILLE, 2021).  

To finish this introduction, I would like to deeply thank all the authors for their contributions! On 

behalf of the whole team, I also express my significant appreciation to the Industrial Sponsors (ANDRA, CCR, 

Chevron, Emerson, Equinor, Exxonmobil, IFP Energies Nouvelles, Orano, Repsol, Schlumberger, TotalEner-

gies) and the 124 Associate Sponsors of the RING Consortium for their support and trust.  

I look forward to the upcoming presentations and discussions and I wish you an excellent 2021 RING 

Meeting! 

       Guillaume Caumon.   
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